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Adrenaline
Bush

Chords By-Gimpz

Main lead:(2)
E--15------12----------------------15------12-------------------------------|
B--------------------12-------------------------------12--------------------|
G---------------------------------------------------------------------------|
D---------------------------------------------------------------------------|
A---------------------------------------------------------------------------|
E---------------------------------------------------------------------------|

{2nd guitar plays main lead in background through out the whole song [unless it
says other wise]}
(you don t feel the pain...)
Em                                       G                                      
C
             A
too much is not enough, nobody said this stuff, makes any sense, we re hooked
again
Em                                       G                                      
      C
                        A
the point of no return, see how the buildings burn, light up the night, such a
pretty sight

{1st guitar}
E--------------------------------------------|
B--------------------------------------------|
G------------------0---------------0---------|
D------------2---------------2---------------|
A------3---------------3---------------------|
E--------------------------------------------|

{1st chorus}{both guitars}
C                  A                    Em
adrenaline, keeps me in the game
C                  A                        Em
adrenaline, you don t even feel the pain
C                      A                  G
wilder than your wildest dreams
                      D
when you re going to extremes (going to extremes)

it seeks adrenaline (adrenaline adrenaline adrenaline, you don t feel the
pain...)

{1st guitar}
E-------------------------------------------------------------------|



B-------------------------------------------------------------------|
G-------------------------------------------------------------------|
D--12----12----12----12----12----12----12----12---------------------|
A--10----10----10----10----10----10----10----10---------------------|
E-------------------------------------------------------------------|

Em                                     G                                  C
  A
self you in one tonight, it s only you and I, who understand, there is no plan
Em                                 G                                   C        
                 D
get closer to the thrill, only time can kill, it s in you eyes, it s so alive

{1st guitar}
E--------------------------------------------|
B--------------------------------------------|
G------------------0---------------0---------|
D------------2---------------2---------------|
A------3---------------3---------------------|
E--------------------------------------------|

{2nd chorus}{both guitars}
C                  A                    Em
adrenaline, keeps me in the game
C                  A                        Em
adrenaline, you don t even feel the pain
C                       A                  G
wilder than your wildest dreams
                     D
when you re going to extremes (going to extremes)

it takes adrenaline

{both guitars}
F                                                                 G
running through the speed of sound, every thing slows you down
A
all the colors that surround (colors that surround), all bleed into one (all
bleed into one)
F                                               G
only thing you really need, just a way to find you speed
D
and then you will achieve, escape velocity

{play main lead until  die  , chords as background}
Em                                      G                                     C
                             A
to much is not enough, nobody gave it up, i m not the kind, to lay down and die

Play {2nd chorus}

{3rd chorus}{both guitars}
C                 A                                   Em



adrenaline, screaming out your name
C                  A                                        Em
adrenaline, you don t even feel the pain
C                            A              G
wilder than your wildest dreams
                         D
when you re going to extremes (going to extremes)

you taste adrenaline (adrenaline....)

{outro}{with main lead}
you don t even feel pain, you don t even feel pain
cause i m going to extremes, there s nothing inbetween (this is where i want to
be)
you don t even feel pain,(aaahhh) you don t even feel pain, i m going to
extremes
(always in the pain, and i m going to extremes, there s nothing inbetween,
there s nothing inbetween, and i m going to extremes,
and i m going to extremes, there s nothing inbetween,)
you don t even feel pain, feel pain, feel pain, feel pain...


